Never Walk Alone

Inspirations from a Growing OWASP Project

By @ChrFolini, OWASP CRS Co-Lead
Origins of CRS

Complementary WAF Rule Set • Business Need
The New Idea

Experiment • Promising • Essential
Vision

Usability • Documentation • Power
Corporate Ties • Freedom • Alternative

Disentanglement
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COMING SOON TO A SERVER NEAR YOU!
Market

Developers • Choice • Competition
Diversity • Backgrounds • Resilience • European
Formalize – But Don’t Formalize

Round Table • Innovation • Online Chats
Luxury of Perfection

Refactoring • Polishing • Aesthetics
Leadership

Moderating Role • Generosity • Perfectionism
Swag
Cheap • Distracting • Irrelevant
Retention

Wandering off • Knowledge • Personal Ties
Quality Assurance
Review • Remove • Researchers
Transparency
Open • Accessible • Attractive
Consensus

Equality • Discussion • Patience
Beauty

Developers • Code • Community
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